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##Writing Exercise 12## Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "How to Make Your Own Dog
Food". Dogs are becoming more and more popular as pets, which has led many owners to buy their food from pet stores instead
of making it at home. But not only is this often expensive, it's also inefficient. In this blog post, we'll teach you how to make
your own dog food from scratch. ##Writing Exercise 13## Write a conclusion to a blog post titled "Make Your Own Dog
Food", taking the reader through a review of what was explained in the article. 

Writing Exercises 14 – 16

An entry from a memoir about a time when you were afraid of something. \t\t\t\tWhat fear held me back from getting on that
team? I no longer really remember. And honestly, I don’t know if I ever worked up the courage to skate with those girls after
that afternoon. I was really intimidated by the idea of skateboarding up to our tenth-grade regular-education classmates and
telling them that I had scored higher than they at the AP Biology exam. \t\t\t\t—Gretchen Rubin, The Happiness Project

Writing Exercise 14 Write an essay (900 – 1,400 words) on what fear held you back from taking the AP Biology exam. 

Writing Exercise 15 Write an essay (900 – 1,400 words) about what you learned from reading The Happiness Project.

Writing Exercise 16 Describe this essay to your teacher (or Mr. Morgan). Write a paragraph about what you want to accomplish
with this approach. [[Category:AP English Language]] [[Category:AP English Literature]] [[Category:2014 AP Exam]]
[[Category:2013 AP Exam]] [[Category:2012 AP Exam]] "^The Perfect Score Project". The Perfect Score Project. N.p., n.d.
Web. 06 Nov. 2014. http://www.theperfscoreproject.org/ /photo_gallery_ap_articles/lookup?search=AP+English+Exam&categ
ory=AP%20English%20Literature&sortby=Article&limit=10&tags=#1 http://www2. sunysuffolk.edu/irep/slides/slide-14.pdf
http://irep.cuny.edu/slides/slide-18.pdf http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/irep/slides/slide-13.pdf
http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/irep/slides/slide-16a_final_xentry_updates%20(3).pdf
http://www2.sunysuffolk.edu/irep/apengl5211xentrygen2012%20version3xentry%201isafinal.
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